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1 Examples Sheet 1 Extra Questions

1.1 Bad Statistics

Look at the abstract of the paper Perioperative Arnicamontana for Reduction of Ecchymosis
in Rhinoplasty Surgery https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25954844. Why am I deeply
suspicious of their methodology?

1.2 Bad Science

Look at the abstract of the paper Short-Term Effect of Laser Acupuncture on Lower Back Pain:
A Randomized, Placebo-Controlled, Double-Blind Trial https://www.hindawi.com/journals/
ecam/2015/808425/. Do you think the authors understand what the placebo effect is?

1.3 R Programming

Using R, draw a picture of a cat.

2 Examples Sheet 2 Extra Questions

2.1 Bad Modelling

The following is a question posted on StackExchange:

Suppose we have data set (Xi,Yi) with n points. We want to perform a linear regression, but
first we sort the Xi values and the Yi values independently of each other, forming data set
(Xi,Yj). Is there any meaningful interpretation of the regression on the new data set? Does
this have a name?

I imagine this is a silly question so I apologize, I’m not formally trained in statistics. In my
mind this completely destroys our data and the regression is meaningless. But my manager
says he gets “better regressions most of the time” when he does this (here “better” means more
predictive). I have a feeling he is deceiving himself.

EDIT: Thank you for all of your nice and patient examples. I showed him the examples by
@RUser4512 and @gung and he remains staunch. He’s becoming irritated and I’m becoming
exhausted. I feel crestfallen. I will probably begin looking for other jobs soon.

(a) Why does this method give “better regressions most of the time”?

(b) Can you conclude anything about the relationship between X and Y based upon this form
of “regression”?
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2.2 Bad Statistics

Look at the paper Alternative Therapy Use in Liver Transplant Recipients http://journals.

sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/152692480601600307.

(a) The paper claims that “Alternative therapy users tended to have greater problem-focused
coping skills than nonusers”. Create a 95% confidence interval for the effect size of this
result.

(b) A liver transplant recipient is considering whether she should use alternative therapy.
Based only on the results of this paper, what advice would you give her?

(c) She is specifically interested in taking milk thistle, which she has heard is good for liver
health. Search for other papers which discuss use of milk thistle for liver problems. Are
they good quality papers? Is there any significant evidence for the use of milk thistle in
people with liver problems?

2.3 R Programming

Load the dataset diamonds from the R package ggplot2. Using a single plot, make a graph from
which I can easily read which factors make a diamond more expensive.

3 Examples Sheet 3 Extra Questions

3.1 Statistical Modelling

Load the datasets lung from the R package survival.

(a) Which three covariates are most important for predicting survival time?

(b) Explain your methods and conclusions in plain english, so that a clinican could understand
them.

Hint: You will need to remove data points corresponding to patients who were censored (censoring
occurs when we do not have complete information about their time to death, and instead only
know the time to censoring - for instance, if someone drops out of the study).

3.2 Bad Statistics

Look at the paper Efficacy of topical Rose (Rosa damascena Mill.) oil for migraine headache:
A randomized double-blinded placebo-controlled cross-over trial https://www.sciencedirect.
com/science/article/pii/S0965229917303886?via%3Dihub. Does this paper convince you
that Rosa damascena oil is an effective treatment of “hot” type migraine syndrome?

3.3 R Programming

Load the dataset birthwt from the R package MASS.

(a) Does the vector of birth weights of the babies appear to follow a normal distribution?

(b) Does the vector of mother’s weights appear to follow a normal distribution?

(c) Develop a model which predicts the probability that a baby will have a low birth weight
(less than 2.5 kg).
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4 Examples Sheet 4 Extra Questions

4.1 Statistical Modelling

P-hacking is an issue in nutrition science. To demonstrate the issue with multiple testing, the
website http://fivethirtyeight.com/ conducted a “study”, and found an exciting range of
spurious results.

EATING OR DRINKING IS LINKED TO P-VALUE

Raw tomatoes Judaism < 0.0001
Egg rolls Dog ownership < 0.0001
Energy drinks Smoking < 0.0001
Potato chips Higher score on SAT math vs. verbal 0.0001
Soda Weird rash in the past year 0.0002
Shellfish Right-handedness 0.0002
Lemonade Belief that Crash deserved to win best picture 0.0004
Fried/breaded fish Democratic Party affiliation 0.0007
Beer Frequent smoking 0.0013
Coffee Cat ownership 0.0016
Table salt Positive relationship with Internet service provider 0.0014
Steak with fat trimmed Lack of belief in a god 0.0030
Iced tea Belief that Crash didnt deserve to win best picture 0.0043
Bananas Higher score on SAT verbal vs. math 0.0073
Cabbage Innie bellybutton 0.0097

The dataset is avaliable here: https://github.com/fivethirtyeight/data/blob/master/

nutrition-studies/raw_anonymized_data.csv.

(a) Find another spurious relationship in this dataset which is significant at the p < 0.05 level.

(b) Come up with some post hoc rationalisation for why this relationship must be true.

For inspiration in part (b), see https: // www. researchgate. net/ publication/ 297578023_

Gone_ fishing_ in_ a_ fluid_ trial

4.2 Bad Statistics

Look at the paper Is a black eye a useful sign of facial fractures in patients with minor head
injuries? A retrospective analysis in a level I trauma centre over 10 years https://www.

sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0266435614001259. Do they actually show that
having a black eye is predictive of a fracture?

4.3 R Programming

A medic is analysing a dataset of 25 patients. For each patient, she has measured 20 covariates.
She wishes to know which are correlated, so she computes the Pearson correlation coefficient, ρ
for each pair of covariates, and reports all pairs with ρ > 0.5.

(a) Assuming none of the covariates are actually correlated, estimate how many of the pairs
would be expected to have ρ > 0.5?

(b) She now wishes to find a p-value, so she performs the following hypothesis test:

H0 : None of the covariates are correlated.
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H1 : At least one pair of the covariates are correlated.

She plans to reject the null hypothesis, H0 if there is a pair of covariates with ρ > thrρ.
Estimate the value of the threshold, thrρ, she needs to use in order to get probability of
Type I Error equal to 0.05.

Hint: This is a question about R Programming, not about algebra. Use simulation rather than
exact computation of the correlations.
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